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PAY M E N T S  B E YO N D  T H E  PA N D E M I C  –  O P P O R T U N I T Y  O N  T H E  H O R I Z O N

A Future  
to Bank On



Welcome to the  
concluding chapter of 
#trustlytravelinsights

Mike Parkinson
Director of Travel
Trustly

p.s. If you missed the first two reports in the series, visit 
trustly.net/merchants/travel to download your copy.

Over these first few months of 2021, we 
have explored the commercial realities 
now facing payments executives in 
airlines and online travel agents (OTAs).

We began by reflecting on 2020, taking  
a macro, cross-functional view of the 
impact of COVID-19 on the travel sector. 
We brought together data and viewpoints 
from a wide range of sources in order to 
paint the fullest picture possible. Not  
only of the immediacy of the impact of  
the pandemic, but of the implications  
for a recovery left in its wake.

This formed the first chapter in the series 
– ‘Rebound or Rehabilitation?’.

We then focused on payments leaders 
and their teams. We considered the 
wide-reaching impact of a stress-test  
that few had contemplated, let alone 
prepared for. Payments as a commercial 
driver. Shifting consumer expectations. 
The changing ways we pay. 

Influencing traveller choice. Rethinking risk.  
New payment needs. Cost vs. customer 
experience.

All explored within the second chapter in the 
series – ‘Payments in a Pandemic’.

Now, we turn our attention to the future. Not  
with sensationalist claims of everything 
having changed, a departure from all we  
knew pre-pandemic, or some new payments 
paradigm. Rather, we look at the enduring, 
long-standing payments challenges facing 
travel merchants. We identify where the 
pandemic has had an impact. Where change 
has been catalysed by the pandemic. Where 
change has been accelerated by the 
pandemic. And where change has been  
given greater urgency by the pandemic.  
All grounded in insight from our proprietary 
survey of travel payments leaders.

This forms the third and final chapter in the 
series – ‘A Future to Bank On’ – and it’s my 
pleasure to share it with you today.

Once again, happy reading, and safe travels.
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Executive summary
In the concluding chapter of #trustlytravelinsights,  
we take our most comprehensive look yet at the 
opportunities on the horizon for travel, payments  
and technology. Here’s the five-minute speed-read.

As we look to a future beyond COVID-19, we  
must remind ourselves that the biggest payments 
challenges we face today were not born of the 
pandemic. In ‘The new (old) normal’, Trustly’s 
Sofia Alexus argues that issues such as 

settlement speed, rolling reserve requirements and variable 
indirect chargeback costs are no longer necessary evils, or 
the acceptable cost of doing business in card-dominant 
territories. Rather, they have been thrust from back-office 
concern to the CFO and wider boardroom’s agenda. And, she 
concludes, this is somewhat serendipitous, giving merchants 
either the push, the permission or the conditions to make 
wholesale change to their payments strategy.

In ‘Out of the shadows’, we look at the hidden 
cost of payments, historically opaque and siloed. 
We argue that travel’s nascent recovery will be 
accompanied by something of a new financial 
paradigm: the majority of the sector will be 

emerging from the crisis weaker than when they entered it, 
and subject to greater fiscal scrutiny as a result. And that 
while CFOs, boards, investors and analysts have always 
shared a dislike for unpredictability, uncertainty and obscurity, 
their tolerance is now vastly reduced.

In ‘Looking to the future’, we contend that the 
fire-fighting and reactive mindset that character-
ised the early weeks and months of the pandemic 
has long subsided. That payments leaders are 
ready to, or already have, shifted their focus  

from cost, to value. Our survey reveals that the top three 
medium-term payments priorities are about winning with 
customers. Not about infrastructure, operations or other 
back-office issues – but about commercial success  
with a customer that’s going to emerge into an even  
more competitive environment.

In ‘Keeping up with (local) expectations’, we 
argue that what were once ‘alternative’ payment 
methods are no longer ‘alternative’ at all. That the 
drive for personalisation fuelled by technology’s 
data explosion extends all the way through to 

how we pay. That with some 450 significant local payment 
methods in use across the globe, paying attention to local 
preferences is crucial to meet the customer conversion 
challenge head-on.

In ‘Bank payments – looking beyond the  
card’, we consider how changes in consumer 
behaviour, merchant demand and macro-
environmental forces are colliding to usher  
in a fundamentally new era for payments.  

In concert with the flight to e-commerce, which looks unlikely 
to retreat to pre-pandemic levels, our research suggests that 
payments executives are facing an opportune moment to 
make a strategic and commercially-grounded shift in 
payments approach. The incentive, according to travel 
merchants themselves? Faster settlement improving cash 
flow. Improved customer experience. And more secure 
payments and reduced fraud.
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Of airlines cited cash settlement 
speed as one of their top issues 
with their current payment mix 1.

Of airlines said it’s ‘very 
important’ to reduce the costs 
associated with fraud and 
chargebacks 3.

Of payments leaders said one of their  
top payments challenges for the next  
few years is regulatory changes (SCA, 
GDPR) reducing conversion – the top 
ranked issue 4.

Of travel merchants agree that it’s 
important to offer local payment 
methods in their growth markets 5.

Of travel merchants believe bank 
payments deliver significant value 
for merchants 2.

69%

77%

61%

88%72%

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y
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In ‘The power of partnerships’, Trustly’s 
Simon Eve discusses the historical 
challenges of building a business case 

for new ways to pay. Specifically, with the accuracy of pay-
back periods and investment returns – especially challenging 
early in the lifecycle of a new payment method. Compounding 
the financial arguments, he argues, are two issues. First, the 
maturity of payments capability for the merchant themselves, 
with responsibility for payments strategy dispersed across 
multiple teams. And second, the unpredictability of the 
consumer themselves.
 
Today, however, Eve contends that the business case  
challenge has been negated by the pandemic. And that 
partnerships can overcome integration nervousness, a  
lack of internal payments and development capability,  
or even the most sceptical executive.

In ‘Coverage and beyond – travel’s 
payment ‘must haves’’, Trustly’s Alex 
Makowski argues that if your payment 
solution excludes a sizeable portion of 
a given market’s banks, you’re at risk of 

excluding a sizeable portion of a given market’s customers. 
Makowski contends that API-only services, often presented 
as the ‘easy’ option, are no panacea. Rather, they risk leaving 
the merchant with a limited solution to the opportunity 
presented by bank payments, with several potential weak 
links in their purchase journey.

In ‘Unlocking the potential of PSD2’,  
our VP of Partnerships, Ciaran O’Malley, 
argues that it’s seductively easy for 
technology to dominate management 
attention, and to overlook the small 

matter of the customer. That the best payment experience  
in the world, well executed and for all the right reasons, 
faces diminished chances of success if the customer isn’t 
aware of it, doesn’t understand it, and can’t readily identify 
its comparative value. That to truly capture the benefits  
of new payment methods, we need to encourage new 
behaviour. And that requires investment on two fronts: 
education, and incentivisation.
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Of travel merchants lacked a 
dedicated, specialist payments 
team within their organisation 6.

Of travel merchants said that if a PSD2 
bank payment API only offered 50-70% 
consumer coverage, they would instead 
look for suppliers with higher coverage 

using all integration methods 8.

Of travel merchants see huge 
opportunity from bank payments, 
for those that can overcome the 
challenges 7.

54%

45%

68%

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y  2 0 2 0

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y  2 0 2 0

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

In his closing OpEd, ‘A future to bank on’, 
our Director of Travel, Mike Parkinson, 
paints an optimistic future for travel, in  
spite of the tumult of the last 15 months. 
First, investment in payments capability 

is on the rise. Second, the challenges created by an over-
dependence on traditional card payments can be solved by 
bank payments. And third, merchants are backing new 
payment methods – and in significant numbers. Parkinson 
concludes: the stage is set for travel payments leaders to 
bring about change.

In ‘Nine questions’, we posit a handful of 
questions that we’d encourage you to ask, 
challenge and debate – internally and/or 
with us. Spread across three themes, we 
believe they are critical considerations as 

merchants predict and plot for a tentative recovery: (i) political, 
legal and regulatory landscape; (ii) the financial outlook and 
the economics of payments; and (iii) travellers and technology.

13

14

Of travel merchants ranked diversifying 
payment methods away from cards in 
their top three challenges (placing it 
second overall) 9.

Of travel merchants either have a 
dedicated, specialist payments team 
within their organisation – or they have 
plans to build one 10.

53%

80%

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y  2 0 2 0

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y  2 0 2 0

This report may mark the conclusion of the three-part #trustlytravelinsights 
series, but it’s far from the end of the conversation.
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The usual suspects? 
Over the course of two surveys, we 
questioned participants on their primary 
payments challenges. The first of these 
surveys was conducted prior to the 
pandemic, in January 2020. And the 
second survey conducted when the 
pandemic and its impact was at an 
advanced stage, during October 2020.

And as we outlined in our second report, 
the top three ranked issues among both 
airlines and OTAs were: cash settlement 
speed; handling chargebacks; and 
understanding the total cost of a  
payment method 1.

Have these not been of perennial  
challenge and frustration for payments 
leaders and CFOs? Cash settlement  
speed, for example, was highlighted as  
a significant issue for 58% of airlines in  
our pre-pandemic survey, rising to 69%  
in its later iteration. And chargebacks  
were similarly highlighted by 44% of 
airlines pre-pandemic, rising to 59%  
later in the year 2.

Furthermore, where our surveys probed as 
to what’s critical in a business case for new 
payment methods, we again found familiar 
factors. Speed of settlement, direct costs 
of payment methods, and indirect costs of 
payment methods topped the rankings. 
And all of which were present, if not as 
prominent, prior to the pandemic. 

The new (old) normal
While the pandemic hasn’t created payments  
challenges, it’s certainly given them greater  
prominence. But at the same time, it might just  
have created the conditions to make much 
-needed change happen. Sofia Alexus, our  
Director of Business Area Operations, explains.
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It’s hard to pinpoint precisely  
when it happened, but it’s unmis-
takable. We’ve made the shift from
pandemic-focus, to recovery-focus.

With an increasing pace of immu-
nisation in (parts of) the Western 
world, and governments talking 
more confidently about rolling- 
back restrictions, travel has 
started to feel within reach again. 
That’s not to suggest that we’re  
completely out of the woods. 
There are still commercial realities 
and unknown public health hurdles 
to navigate. But, in preparation,  
the travel sector has shifted its 
attention decisively to life beyond 
COVID-19.

And as the talk of recovery has 
grown louder, so too has the talk  
of what exactly we can expect to 
recover to. We’re awash with 
prophecies and predictions of how 
the traveller has changed. How 
financial constraints will change 
the shape of demand. How travel 
as we knew it will never be the 
same again. And how the pre- 
 

pandemic modus operandi and 
commercial norms of an airline or  
OTA are, frankly, so 2019.

But are they really? 
For payments leaders and their 
teams, arguably thrust more into 
the commercial spotlight than 
before, there are indeed changes 
to be recognised. The pandemic 
exposed cracks in the system. 
Vulnerabilities and weaknesses  
in processes, technology and 
systems, and resource allocation. 
It highlighted the fragility of cash 
flow and made far clearer the 
connection between payments 
strategy and commercial survival 
than perhaps ever before.

Few, if any, airlines or OTAs that 
experienced the liquidity pressures 
of 2020 will simply resume 
‘business as usual’. Not without at 
least the slightest consideration of 
their approach to payments and 
control of fund flows. In reality, 
payments have become more 
visible and more prominent. And 
with that comes greater scrutiny.
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Push, permission or conditions?
While the challenges facing payments 
leaders may be familiar (the ‘old  
normal’), what’s different is the context 
(the ‘new (old) normal’).

Take chargebacks, as just one, albeit 
acute, example. The consumer 
guarantee which builds reassurance 
into a purchase, for the rare (or at least 
uncommon) occasion when something 
goes terribly wrong. For decades, 
chargebacks have been a necessary 
evil of card transactions. Offering Visa 
and Mastercard as payment options 
provides a merchant with almost 
universal coverage of their target 
market, but the downside? A typical 
chargeback rate of 1-1.5% of monthly 
revenues 3. Not to mention the 
associated costs of handling the 
chargeback, both from acquirers and 
on the merchant side.

Until now, this has been the cost of 
doing business. The acceptable, if 
somewhat irritating, cost of converting 
customers in card-dominant territories. 
But not sufficiently irritating to motivate 
wholesale change in payment strategy.

Fast forward to 2021, however, and 
chargebacks have shifted from an 
irritation of back-office concern, to 
something on the CFO’s, and the  
wider boardroom’s, agenda. What  
does this mean?

For those merchants who have resisted 
exploring new payment methods to 
rebalance or mitigate the risk of 
chargebacks, the pandemic has likely 
given them the necessary push: 
chargebacks are no longer an accept-
able cost of doing business, it’s time to 
explore alternatives to mitigate risk and 
cash flow impact.

For those merchants who have shown 
an appetite to embrace new payment 
methods but struggled to gain traction 
internally, or progress beyond ‘good in 
theory’ business cases, the pandemic 
has created the permission: it’s time  
to move from ideas to implementation, 
and at least experiment with new 
payment methods to gauge what it 
would take to bring about meaningful 
consumer adoption.

And for those merchants with progres-
sive payments functions, which have 
been agitating to evolve their payments 
strategy or move beyond merely 
experimenting, the pandemic has 
created the conditions: the CFO and 
other executives have had their fingers 
burned, and can no longer continue 
beholden to cards alone – they need no 
further convincing of the need to 
diversify their revenues beyond card 
payments and thereby better protect 
cash flows.

Welcome to 2021. The new (old) normal. 
A time to embrace change, for strikingly 
familiar reasons.
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In numbers
Our research reveals familiar challenges facing travel 
payment leaders – here, we dig into the data to 
uncover changes between pre- and mid-pandemic 
views, and variances between OTAs and airlines.

OTA:s

OTA:s

Airlines

Airlines

 44% 

27% 

Optimising  
conversion

 33% 

17% 

Optimising  
customer 

experience

 35% 

27% 

Handling  
AML and CFT  

obligations

 27% 

32% 

Improving 
conversion

 53% 

34% 

Understanding  
total cost of  

payment method 

 38% 

40% 

Indirect cost of payment 
method e.g. reduced support 

costs, reconcilitaion etc

 18% 

35% 

Lack of  
localistaion

 51% 

52% 

Speed of settlement 
 to your corporate  

bank account

 40% 

45% 

Handling  
fraud

 51% 

58% 

Direct cost  
of payment  

method i.e. fee 
charged by the 

payment provider

 50% 

59% 

Handling  
chargebacks

 55% 

69% 

Cash  
settlement  

speed

QUESTION: What are your biggest issues  
with your current payment mix (top three)?

QUESTION: Which of the following requirements 
are the most important when developing a business 
case for a new payment method (top two)?

Conversion showed little 
change between pre- and 
post-COVID surveys (+3pts),  
but is a significantly greater 
issue for OTA:s than airlines.

OTA:s showed a much  
greater focus on payment  
costs during the pandemic, 
with its ranking as a signifi- 
cant issue rising 16pts  
between surveys.

OTA:s concerns about charge- 
backs and settlement speed 
increased between surveys by 
7pts and 4pts respectively – 
markedly less than their airline 
counterparts, whose exposure 
was far more concentrated.

The importance  
of conversion was  
largely unchanged  
between surveys,  
for both OTA:s and  
airlines (-1pts/+2pts  
respectively).

The importance of  
settlement speed  
was largely unchanged 
between surveys for  
both OTA:s and airlines,  
with it ranking in the top two 
factors for both segments.

The importance of the direct 
cost of payment methods in 
forming business cases 
showed the most increase in 
importance for OTA:s, rising 
+8pts between surveys.

Airlines’ concerns about  
payment costs was far  
outstripped by chargebacks  
and settlement speed both  
pre- and mid-pandemic

Fraud was cited as a major 
concern among airlines  
pre-pandemic, with 65% of  
survey respondents identifying  
it as a one of their biggest 
payments challenges – although 
this subsequently fell 20pts 
between surveys, suggesting a 
diminished concern during a 
prolonged low-booking period.

Chargebacks were cited as  
a more significant issue for  
LCC:s (65%) vs. FSC:s (53%).

Airlines’ concerns about charge- 
backs and settlement speed 
increased between surveys by 
15pts and 11pts respectively  
– the most significant rise  
across the survey.

The importance of customer 
experience optimisation in 
forming business cases 
plummeted for airlines, falling 
-28pts between surveys.

Speed of settlement  
increases in importance  
for larger airlines:

€100-250m 25% 
€250m-1bn 47% 
€1-2.5bn  46% 
€2.5-5bn 53% 
€5-10bn  71% 
>€10bn  75%

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y
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Bank payments  
– looking beyond the card
We’ve reached something of an inflection point.  
Consumer demand, merchant demand and macro 
environmental forces are aligned, creating the  
conditions for long-term changes to how we pay.

When we look at the payments  
landscape today, compared to just  
a decade or two ago, it’s clear that 
systemic change is not only looming  
– it’s well underway.

As consumers, how we pay is changing. 
And that’s before we consider the 
impact of COVID-19 on customer  
expectations and behaviour. Over the 
last year or so, we’ve all spent a lot  
more time – and a lot more money  
– online. And though payment methods 
inevitably show regional and cultural 
variances, e-commerce and digital 
payment methods have seen significant 
growth this last year.

Take the UK, for instance. In January 
2020, online purchasing accounted  
for 20.2% of all retail sales. In January 
2021, that figure had ballooned to 
36.3%. Government-mandated  
lockdowns clearly played a role in  
the flight to e-commerce, but even  
in the periods when restrictions were 
temporarily relaxed, online purchasing 
levels fell back, but not to 2019 levels.  
In fact, they were still 6-8pts above 
pre-pandemic levels (and above the 
expected trend-line increase) 1.

The card issuers’ perfect storm 
Meanwhile, consumers aren’t the only 
group undergoing material change. 
Issuing banks are facing a number  
of significant and disruptive forces,  
all colliding in something of a perfect 
storm:

  New technologies delivering superior 
payments experiences.

  Legislation (specifically PSD2 in 
Europe) paving the way for innovation 
and a competitive shake-up.

  Cost and complexity of implementing 
new legislation – particularly relating 
to SCA, privacy and anti-fraud 
measures – and managing its  
impact on performance.

  The emergence of new competition 
from high-growth, fast-moving 
FinTechs, unencumbered by banks’ 
legacy systems and structures.

  A flight to e-commerce and online 
purchasing – preceding but markedly 
accelerated by the pandemic.

  Acceleration of adoption by the  
first truly digitally-native consumers, 
both driving demand for new pay-
ment methods and transferring  
their expectations and behaviours  
to older generations.

Any one of these forces in isolation 
would represent a healthy challenge  
for legacy issuers. But in tandem, they 
are ushering in a fundamentally new  
era for payments.

Consumer demand,  
merchant demand
It’s not just consumers breaking  
away from the legacy of a 16-digit 
existence, merchants are pushing  
for change as well. 

In our survey, we found significant 
demand for new payment methods  
in general – and bank payments in 
particular.
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“  We project that over the next decade 2.7 trillion transactions 
worth $48 trillion will shift away from cash and to cards, 
interbank payments, and alternative payments instruments. 
This represents a $300 billion opportunity for payments 
providers. But our survey of banking executives suggests 
that few payments players are ready to seize it.” 
 
S U L A B H  AG A R WA L
Accenture’s Managing Director – Global Payments, writing in a blog post in March 2021 2

Of travel merchants believe bank payments 
deliver significant value for merchants 3.
 
Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U R V E Y

72%

Of travel merchants are actively exploring 
implementing a bank payment option in  
light of PSD2 4. 
 
Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U R V E Y

62%
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Yet there’s a risk that the appeal of new, 
digitally-powered payments methods 
could be dismissed as merely fashion-
able or en vogue, rather than a strategic 
and commercially-grounded shift in 
payments approach. Not so, according 
to our research.

The benefits that executives hope  
to derive from bank payments are 
directly linked to the financial and  
risk challenges that travel merchants 
face today, as discussed by Trustly’s 
Sofia Alexus in our opening article  
‘The new (old) normal’, (p 10).

 
Faster settlement improving cash flow 
(63%). Improved customer experience 
(57%). And more secure payments and 
reduced fraud (53%) 5.

Our research, as well as the general 
trend of seeking solutions beyond the 
card, suggests that payments execu-
tives are facing an opportune moment. 
Consumer appetite and demand, and 
merchant appetite and demand, are 
aligned. And the benefits offered by 
new payment methods in general – and 
bank payments in particular – are of 
mutual value to both groups. The 
definition of a win-win scenario.

78% 
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QUESTION: Bank payments deliver significant value for merchants. Do you agree?

 38%

 43%

 46%

 53%

 57%

 63%

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meet changing 
customer preferences

Increased choice 
for consumers

Cross border 
commerce

More secure payments 
and reduced fraud

Improved customer 
experience

Faster settlement 
improving cash flow

QUESTION: What do you see as the key benefits of Bank Payments (Payment Initiation Services) (top two)?Question: In light of PSD2, 
are you actively exploring 
implementing a bank 
payment option?

Faster settlement (91%) and 
improved customer experience 
(82%) are the stand-out benefits 
for the UK.

For the Netherlands, secure 
payments and reducing fraud are 
ranked as the key benefit (72%).

For Denmark, ‘customer’ is key. 
Meeting changing customer 
preferences (69%) and providing 
increased choice for consumers 
(62%) are the top two benefits 
sought.

Improved customer experience is 
the key benefit for Norway (77%).Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Fastest settlement ranked  
as the number one benefit 
sought in both the UK (82%) 
and Denmark (68%).

Fastest settlement and 
cross-border commerce  
were ranked as top benefits 
for Germany (65%) and 
Sweden (67%).

Improving the customer 
experience is ranked as  
the most important benefit  
for the Netherlands (65%)  
and Norway (67%).

OTA:sAirlines

Airlines

OTA:s

71%

57%
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Chief Financial Officers, Boards of Directors, investors and analysts. 
One of the main features these stakeholders hold in common? An 
inherent dislike for unpredictability, uncertainty and obscurity.
 
Of course, this was true before the pandemic took aim at travel 
P&Ls and balance sheets like punch-bags. And it will remain just 
as true as we emerge, cautiously, into recovery and a renewed 
period of growth. What will be different, however, will be the level 
of scrutiny to which management is held.
 
Why? The much-promised restart so eagerly awaited by the travel 
sector, cautiously anticipated for some time in mid-to-late 2021, 
comes with something of a new financial paradigm.
 
The sector (airlines in particular) has taken on unprecedented 
levels of debt. Equity diluted as part of capital-raising efforts. 
Government intervention with new costs and conditions. Capital 
reserves and margins eroded, as operating costs have persisted  
in spite of reduced passenger activity. Painful restructures and 
workforce reductions. Reduced route networks. Refund liabilities 
overhanging 2021, in instances subject to regulatory and legal 
action. And a costly road ahead retraining pilots and crews, and 
preparing grounded fleets to fly again.
 
Simply put, many merchants are emerging from the pandemic 
financially weaker than when they started. As a result, fiscal 
scrutiny is intensifying.
 

Control that which can be controlled
Traveller demand and preference are, unquestionably, the  
ultimate drivers of top-line revenue growth. Yet while these can  
be influenced by management (alongside a multitude of macro 
environmental factors), they can’t be controlled in the same  
way as the bottom-line can. If your CFO is under pressure to  
offer greater predictability, certainty and clarity – the true cost  
of payments is one lever firmly at their disposal.
 
How so? Consider two of the main variable indirect costs  
for travel merchants.

Out of the 
shadows

The hidden cost of payments can no longer be  
left so – CFOs and Boards now demand fresh 
scrutiny from what has historically been opaque 
and often siloed.
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First, fraud and chargebacks. 

It’s a well-trodden statistic that the revenue 
losses from chargebacks alone account for 
approximately 1-1.5% of monthly revenues 1, 
while IATA reliably assert that payment fraud 
costs the airline industry a minimum of  
USD$1 billion annually 2.
 
Moreover, airlines and travel are dispropor-
tionately affected by fraud, with data showing 
47% of all eCommerce fraud attributed to 
them. And when fraud does hit, it hits big  
– with average fraudulent airline ticket  
purchases exceeding legitimate ticket  
purchases by more than a factor of three 3.
 
In short, these are big numbers – and they’re 
pre-pandemic, likely to have risen sharply  
over the 'course of the crisis'. But it’s widely 
accepted that these numbers will be markedly 
exceeded by the indirect costs associated 
with them.

Unsurprising, then, that the majority of 
payments leaders across both airlines and 
OTAs said they felt it very important to reduce 
these costs.

Of airlines said it’s ‘very important’ to reduce the 
costs associated with fraud and chargebacks 4. 
 
Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

77%

1.  Have we connected the dots internally 
across all of the costs and resources 
incurred to handle fraud and chargebacks? 
Are we truly able to present a joined-up and 
coherent picture to financial stakeholders?

2.  Are we investing in the right technologies 
(such as analytics, AI and machine learning) 
to help harness data in order to counteract 
fraud patterns?

3.  Are we sufficiently diversifying our  
payment methods to offset the dual  
fraud and chargeback challenges of 
traditional card payments?

4.  Are our refund, voucher and exchange 
policies clear enough and fair enough  
to reduce the volume and impact of 
chargebacks?

5.  Are we adequately signposting (or indeed 
incentivising) our customers to build 
awareness, comprehension and usage  
of new payment methods – in order to 
rebalance our portfolio?

1.  Do we fully understand the operational  
and resource impacts of payments? Can  
we see the totality of payments journeys 
internally and have we identified the  
relative administrative impact of different 
payment methods?

2.  Do we know where our customers’  
biggest payments pain points are, or  
where we are creating most friction  
or resource-drain internally?

3.  Can we better leverage new payments 
solutions that address all of our require-
ments, such as streamlining reporting, 
reconciliation or refunding/vouchering?

4.  Can we quantify the true financial cost of 
inefficiency? Can we identify and put a 
financial value to the manual and adminis-
trative resources required for each step in 
our payments process, including refunds, 
fraud or chargeback claims?

5.  If so, how can we reduce this pressure, and 
what would that be worth to the business?  
If not, how can we improve clarity to form  
a clearer business case for change?

Hidden costs need bringing out of the 
shadows and into the light. Our stakeholders 
demand it.

The immediate questions for payments 
leaders, therefore, must be:

Again, this calls for payments leaders to 
challenge their teams, asking the following 
questions:

Second, manual processing costs.
 
For many, the pandemic revealed the cracks 
and inefficiencies in payments processes.  
The pressure of such a volume of customer 
support, against the backdrop of stretched 
internal resources due to furloughing, helped 
leaders to identify the true scale and cost of 
manual processing – be that in reconciliation, 
reporting, refunds or vouchering.
 
In our survey of 450 travel payments leaders, 
we asked payments leaders to estimate the total 
costs of manual processing, including adminis-
tration and support costs associated with the 
reconciliation of payments and refunds.
 
The figures were significant. For airlines, the 
average was an equivalent of 14 FTEs, rising  
to 33.8 FTEs for the largest businesses. For 
OTAs, the average estimate was 8.1 FTEs, rising 
to 25.9 FTEs for the largest among them 5.
 
Little surprise again, that around two-thirds  
of payments leaders across both airlines and 
OTAs placed a high level of importance on 
reducing these costs.

These numbers give pause for thought.  
If a department was found to be overstaffed  
by 30 or more FTEs, executives wouldn’t think 
twice about cutting waste or redeploying that 
investment to more productive, value-creating 
activities.

Of travel merchants said it’s ‘very important’ to reduce 
the costs of manual processing of payments 6. 
 
Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U R V E Y

64%
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Looking to the future
Our research among payments leaders wasn’t confined  
to the pressures of the pandemic – we also questioned 
how these payment challenges might evolve over the 
short-to-medium term.

As our survey findings and analysis 
have revealed, ‘cost’ has been some-
thing of a headline theme for the vast 
majority of travel merchants over the 
last year.

We contend, however, that the fire-
fighting and reactive mindset that 
characterised the early weeks and 
months of the pandemic has long 
subsided. That payments leaders are 
ready to, or already have, shifted their  
focus from cost, to value.  

And positively, our research findings 
support this hypothesis.

Effectiveness over efficiency
We asked our survey participants to 
identify their top payments challenges 
for the next couple of years. Thinking 
beyond the pandemic to a reconnected 
world of unrestricted travel. The results 
are telling. In order, the primary chal-
lenges concerning travel payments 
leaders are 1: 

There are several observations to be drawn here.

First, the top three payments priorities 
on the medium-term horizon are about 
winning with customers. Not about 
infrastructure, operations or other 
back-office issues – but about 
commercial success with a customer 
that’s going to emerge into an even 
more competitive environment. This is 
encouraging, because it helps to firmly 
position payments leaders as value-
driving, and important contributors to  
a merchant’s commercial and growth 
agenda (rather than an afterthought).
 

 
Second, technology and systems are 
still of pressing concern for around half 
of merchants. As expected, these 
issues are particularly heightened for 
the larger airlines in our sample, who 
find themselves hampered by aging 
booking systems and greater 
complexity in data and technology.

Third, as we had predicted, reducing  
the cost of payments ranks lowest, with 
less than a third of payments leaders 
viewing this as a significant challenge.

Starting in the right place
 An expert contribution from Sarah Kocianski 
– Head of Research at banking technology 
consultancy 11:FS, and host of the FinTech 
Insider podcast.   

When it comes to technology, much of the 
hype and conversation is focused on the 
front-end. Who’s got the shiniest app, the 
slickest process, the latest innovation. This  
is of course relevant, but for travel merchants 
in particular, more of the focus (at least in  
challenges facing larger organisations  
are enshrined in legacy – and that’s true 
across industries, not just in travel.

The merchant is held back by old IT systems 
which, quite simply, are no longer fit for 
purpose. Over time, a revolving door of CIOs, 
CTOs and CDOs will do what they can to 
confront this, given financial and political  

constraints. Some defer to patching-up  
their systems piece-by-piece, others attempt 
wholesale replacement (which itself tends  
to lead to further, often bigger, issues).

The biggest mistake, regardless of approach, 
is that it is introspective. It starts with the 
system or the tech, whereas the starting  
point should be with the customers’ needs. 
Challenging themselves to ensure they really, 
truly understand those needs both of today 
and tomorrow. Asking what sort of technolo-
gies and which suppliers can help meet  
those needs. And it’s probably not one 
provider, but several. If their processes  
(let alone their culture) don’t allow them  
to build out systems made up of a network  
of providers, they’re likely to struggle to  
get off the starting blocks.
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“  Encouragingly, our survey shows a willingness 
among payments leaders to invest. Invest in solu-
tions that solve commercial and fiscal challenges; 
that deliver competitiveness and value both for the 
merchant and its customers; and that make a posi-
tive contribution to the customer experience.” 
 
M I K E  PA R K I N S O N
Director of Travel, Trustly

1. Regulatory changes (SCA, GDPR) reducing conversion 61%

2. Satisfying local payment preferences with local payment methods 55%

3. Diversifying payment methods away from cards  53%

4. Implementing new payment technology into existing technology platforms 52%

5. Working with legacy bank systems 46%

6. Reducing the cost of payments 29%

A  F U T U R E  T O  B A N K  O N  © T R U ST LY  2021 2 3
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In numbers
Our research reveals a value-driving, rather than 
cost-reducing, focus for travel payments leaders  
over the medium-term.

OTA:s

Airlines

 30%  27%

Reducing cost  
of payments

 45%  48%

Working with 
klegacy bank 
systems

 49%  50%

Diversifying  
payment methods 
away from cards

 55%
 50%

Satisfying local 
payment prefer- 
ences with local 
payment methods

 58%  57%

Implementing new 
payment techno- 
logy into existing 
technology 
platform

 59%
 67%

Regulatory 
changes (SCA, 
GDPR) reducing 
conversion

QUESTION: What do you see as your most significant payment 
challenges in the coming years (top three)?

Working with legacy bank systems 
and diversifying away from cards 
rank particularly highly as 
challenges for Danish OTA:s,  
+26 and +13pts ahead of the 
average respectively.

Satisfying local payment 
preferences stands out as the 
number one cited challenge 
among German OTA:s, +12pts 
ahead of the average.

Regulatory challenges rank 
highest in the Netherlands, +16pts 
ahead of the average for OTA:s, 
and in common with airline 
merchants in the same country.

The importance of diversi- 
fying away from cards is seen 
most sharply in Denmark, 
+12pts ahead of the airlines 
average. Notably, card pay- 
ments methods are currently 
the overwhelming preference 
in Denmark (led by domestic 
bank-based payment card 
Dankort), suggesting travel 
merchants are anticipating 
behaviour change.

Merchants in Germany and 
Norway (which in particular 
is seeing growing preference 
for bank payments) rank 
satisfying payment prefer-
ences with local payment 
methods as their biggest 
challenge, +14 and +27pts 
ahead of the airline average 
respectively.

The biggest challenge for 
airlines in Sweden is imple- 
menting technology into 
existing platforms. Given 
Swedish merchants are 
typically more advanced  
in embracing new payment 
methods, this suggests a 
recognition of the true  
scale of challenge.

Regulatory change and its 
impact on conversion ranks 
highest for both the UK and 
the Netherlands, +21 and 
+1pts ahead of the airline 
average respectively.

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

“  Keeping up with ever more demanding customer payment 
preferences, whilst staying compliant in an ever changing 
regulatory framework, is what keeps travel payment  
leaders on their toes. A clear payment strategy (know  
what you want), experienced payment suppliers (ask for 
help!), combined with best in class payment technology, is 
the secret mix to successfully navigate these challenges.” 
 
T H O M A S  H E L L D O R F F
VP Airlines, Travel & Hospitality at Worldpay from FIS
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Keeping up with 
(local) expectations
The shift from talking about ‘alternative’ to simply ‘new’ 
or ‘local’ payment methods represents more than just a 
change in industry lexicon.

For as long as most of us can remem-
ber, debit and credit cards have been 
considered the mainstream or  
dominant payment method in most 
Western markets.

Anything not conforming to 16 digits 
and a small piece of rectangular 
plastic was simply labelled an 
‘alternative payment method’.

Alternative. The very term suggests 
something niche, on the fringes. When  
new, digitally-powered ways to pay 
began to emerge in the late 90s and 
early 2000s, this may have been true. 
But take hold they did, and alternative, 
niche or fringe they are no longer. And 
they’re continuing to show impressive 
growth as they continue to deliver 
experiences that consumers value.

 
 

Look closer for the detail
Over the last two decades, technology 
has yielded vast, incalculable amounts 
of data that’s helped us to get to know 
our customers better. Data which has 
been harnessed in earnest by brands 
and businesses to build, sharpen and 
personalise all aspects of the 
customer experience and customer 
journey. The winners are those who 
recognise the risks inherent in a ‘one 
size fits all’ model, and avoid trading 
on outdated assumptions and 
generalisations.

Paying attention to local payment 
preferences is simply an extension of 
that discipline. And with some 450 
significant local payment methods in 
use across the globe 1, that discipline 
is crucial to meet the customer 
conversion challenge head-on.

Reassuringly, our research shows this 
is something that the travel payments 
community is keenly focusing on. 

Overwhelmingly, travel payments 
leaders favour incorporating local 
payment methods into their payments 
mix. Notably, the +10pts difference 
between key markets and growth 
markets suggests that payments 
could be a leading contributor to 
customer acquisition, further cement-
ing payments as a commercial driver 
for both airlines and OTAs.
 

Merchant motivations
In our survey, we asked payments 
leaders to rank their primary 
motivations for offering local 
payment methods. And the results 
were mixed 2:

In first place overall, we see the 
motivation to build a reputation for 
innovation, and take a leadership role 
with new and emerging technology. 
Consider that the travel sector is, in 
many instances, hamstrung by legacy 
systems and technologies, and how 
‘analogue’ many of its processes are 
in today’s light. A desire to recast the 
sector, and the experience it offers, as 
more digitally progressive is under-
standable – and a ripe opportunity for 
challenger airlines (typically low cost 
carriers) in particular, who can enter 
the market with disruptive force, 
unencumbered by decades of legacy.

Ranked second and third place 
respectively, we see a focus on more 
commercially-grounded motivations. 
Positively, payment leaders recognise 

that failing to offer the right payment 
method(s) for the right markets or 
segments will risk defection to more 
responsive competitors. And that 
offering the right payment method(s) 
can help to grow share in current 
markets. A similar proportion said 
their primary motivator was building 
trust in new or growth markets – sug-
gesting a recognition that the right 
choice of payment method/mix is an 
opportunity to send a signal of 
empathy and understanding. An 
opportunity to say ‘We know you, we 
understand you’ when trying to build 
momentum in a new market.

Ranking fourth place but still relative-
ly evenly split, lies the motivation to 
drive overall customer experience 
improvement. This, we interpret, is a 
merchant simply recognising that 
their user experience (and payments’ 
role within it) has fallen out of step 
with customers and/or competitors, 
and is in need of general remedial 
action – even if not directly connect-
ed to a commercial impetus such as 
acquisition or conversion.

Great (changing) expectations
What’s common across these four 
motivations, and why we believe the 
vote is relatively evenly split rather 
than one stand-out winner, is that 
each comes back to the customer 
and their expectations.

Expectations that are constantly 
evolving. That are constantly being 
influenced by the better and best 
experiences in other categories in 
consumers’ lives. And expectations 
that are a determining factor in 
whether or not the traveller will book, 
fly or stay with you. Because if you 
don’t meet their expectations, they 
know someone else will. And how 
they pay is now as much a consider-
ation as any other factor.

“  Embracing local payment methods is simply  
about embracing local cultures and behaviours 
– even if you look within Europe alone, payment 
preferences and adoption levels vary widely in 
different regions. If you want to trade across  
borders and win in the fight for conversion, it’s 
essential. Beyond the obvious consumer benefit, 
local payment methods also typically offer a  
more cost effective solution for the merchant, 
unlocking commercial value in a notoriously  
margin-pressured sector.” 
 
PAU L  VA N  A L F E N 
Managing Director of travel payment consultancy Up in the Air

Of travel merchants agree that it’s 
important to offer local payment 
methods in their key markets 3.

Of travel merchants agree that it’s 
important to offer local payment 
methods in their growth markets 4.

78%

88%

1. To be seen as pioneering 31% 
new technology

2. To improve customer acquisition 25% 
in current markets

3. To build trust in new markets 23%

4. To improve customer experience 22%
Source:  
T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y
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In numbers
Our research reveals differing motivations for  
offering local payment methods, between airlines  
and OTAs of different size and nationalities.

OTA:s Airlines

 37%

 27%

To be seen as 
pioneering new 
technology

 31%All respondents

 37%All airlines

 32%>10bn

 23%5–10bn

 44%2.5–5bn

 46%1–2.5bn

 22%All respondents

 19%All airlines

 27%>10bn

 35%5–10bn

 12%2.5–5bn

 8%1–2.5bn

 22%
 27%

To improvve 
customer 
acqusition in 
current markets

 21%
 24%

To build trust in  
new markets

 19%
 23%

To improve 
customer 
experience

Improving customer experience as a primary motivation Pioneering new technology as a primary motivation 

QUESTION: What is your primary motivation  
for offering local payment methods?

Improving the customer 
experience is the primary 
motivation for OTA:s in the UK 
(+12pts) and Germany (+9pts).

Swedish OTA:s placed greater 
than average priority on 
pioneering new technology 
(+15pts).

For OTA:s in the Netherlands, 
improving customer acquisi-
tion ranks highest, +5pts 
above average.

Airlines based in Norway, 
Germany and Denmark 
reported a primary motivation 
of being seen to pioneer new 
technology – over-indexing 
the average by +17, +8 and 
+7pts respectively.

UK airlines place equal 
importance on pioneering new 
technology and improving 
customer acquisition (both at 
38%), the latter ahead of the 
average by +16pts.

Smaller airlines ranked innovation with new technology as a 
bigger motivator than their larger counterparts – suggesting 
an opportunity for differentiation, or a reflection of the fact 
that they are likely more nimble and agile, and less 
encumbered by legacy system complexity.

In contrast, larger airlines place greater priority on customer 
experience improvement than their smaller counterparts. 
Here, we expect two factors: first, likely more complex 
customer journeys with greater opportunity for value creation 
or erosion; second, greater financial firepower to invest in new 
capabilities, talent and technologies to make material 
changes to the customer experience.

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y
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When it comes to the complexities of payments infrastructure  
and technology, travel is a sector almost without rival.

Inventory management. Cross-border pricing. Ticketing. 
Billing and settlement. Codeshares and interlining. PNR 
references flowing through the entire booking and payment 
process. All managed by systems designed some 40 years 
ago, which still form the bedrock of how travel happens  
– and underpin the customer journey and customer-facing 
processes of an airline or OTA. Including, of course, payments.

These (aging) systems work well for the payments 
landscape in which they were designed: cards. But when  
new payment methods emerge, as has happened over the 
last two decades, things feel less familiar. Especially when 
those new payment methods authorise differently, have 
different reporting and reconciliation, and involve new 
customer-facing processes (and the inevitable education 
needed to support these).

It can feel like someone talking to you in a different language.

This doesn’t mean these new payment methods are  
incompatible – it just means that they’re different. And this 
doesn’t mean these decades-old systems are completely 
obsolete – it just means that change is necessary. This, after 
all, is the direction of travel.

Pre-pandemic: the business case challenge 
During Trustly’s first 10 years, and before COVID-19 brought its  
full force to bear, we encountered many a fruitful conversation  
with travel merchants, albeit with a more complex backdrop  
than our other verticals such as e-commerce and  
financial services.
 

The power of 
partnerships

For some travel merchants, new payment  
methods have been languishing in the ‘great  
idea, but can’t yet definitively prove their ROI’. 
The pandemic has changed all that, explains 
Trustly’s Simon Eve.
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The merchant appetite was there: 
travel payments leaders could see  
the value in new payment methods. 
They saw the cost efficiency vs.  
card schemes. They saw the cash flow 
benefits of near-immediate settle-
ment, the absence of chargebacks 
and greater control of their fund  
flow. They saw the shared benefit  
to the business and the consumer  
of near-elimination of fraud through 
biometrics and removing the 
vulnerability of card details being 
shared and stored.

The challenge, however, lay in the 
business case. Specifically, with the 
accuracy of payback periods and 
investment returns. Unsurprising, 
when you’re so early in the lifecycle  
of a new payment method.

The central issue was two-fold.

First, the maturity of payments capa-
bility for the merchant themselves. 
Many established airlines and travel 
agents have embedded relationships 
with banks and card issuers, and  
have outsourced (implicitly or explicit-
ly) various elements of payment 
capability to acquirers. This often left 
responsibility for payments strategy 
dispersed across multiple teams, or 
even siloed. Without clear executive 
accountability and lacking internal 
capability and expertise – as demon-
strated in our own research, where 
less than half of travel merchants had 
a dedicated, specialist payments team 
within their organisation. As a conse-
quence, understanding the economics 
of payments was difficult – with overall 
business risk, cost and value often 
opaque, at best.

The second core issue was the 
unpredictability of the consumer 
themselves. In card-dominant 
markets, will the consumer really 

switch to a new payment method 
when the moment of purchase comes 
around? Will they do so for travel? 
How long will it take to see a change 
in purchase behaviour, and will it 
reach sufficient scale to be of material 
business value?

While direct integration costs for  
bank payments with Trustly can be 
low-to-negligible, management time 
and internal resources should not  
be overlooked. Changing one’s 
approach to payments has to have  
a clear return on investment, payback 
period (for any direct investment, at 
least), and articulation of business 
value. An uncertain consumer 
response, therefore, becomes 
problematic – even more so in  
already uncertain times.

The simple question facing CFOs, 
payments leaders and other 
executives was this: if payments are 
working ‘just well enough’, is it worth 
investing in changing this now? Or to 
put it more bluntly, if it’s not [that] 
broken, should we try and fix it?

Post-pandemic: all change
As a result of COVID-19, payments has 
become a top-team agenda item, and 
any prior concerns of opaque return 
on investment/effort and consumer 
behaviour suddenly became less of 
an obstacle, in light of one simple 
question:

‘Would the last 12 months have been 
easier if we had a more balanced 
payments portfolio, where different 
payment types act in different ways?’

There is now a far greater appetite 
among senior executives to explore 
this question, and to [urgently] find 
ways to mitigate the risk in their 
current payments strategy and mix.

Quicker implementation,  
lower costs of integration
As a travel merchant trading across borders, 
moving to offer bank payments as part of 
 your payments mix could feasibly involve 
integrating 10 different bank payment  
solutions across 10 different markets.

That’s 10 different reporting structures, 10 
different settlements, 10 different contracts  
to manage, 10 different KYCs to go through… 
it’s complex and it’s no small undertaking, 
especially if you’re trying to go it alone.

That’s what we’ve been trying to tackle for 
more than a decade. We have connected 
more than 6,000 banks, either using their 
APIs or finding a better way to connect if 
they’re not up to standard. We’ve developed 
an in-depth understanding of the local 
payments preferences in numerous markets 
around the world, giving you access to more 
than half a billion consumers (and counting). 
And we’re plugged into the travel sector’s 
leading acquirers, distributing partners and 
infrastructure platforms – such as Adyen, 
Bambora, Elavon and Worldpay, among others 
– to speed up integration.

And it’s that latter effort that can yield value 
most swiftly – especially for those merchants 
with integration nervousness and a lack of 
payments capability and development re-
sources internally (and that, per our research,  
is just over half of travel merchants globally).

First, when such a merchant is already con-
nected to Adyen, for instance, the integration 
to enable bank payments is between Trustly 
and the partner – a plug-in, so to speak. This 
dramatically reduces the cost and develop-
ment work by the merchant to incorporate us 
into their checkout process – a far swifter, 
pain-free integration process.

Second, all of the payments then flow through 
that partner, giving the merchant consistency 
with their existing card payment setup. Funds 
will be reported in the same way, to the same 
bank accounts. Back-office reconciliation  
will be the same as their existing payment mix. 
The right money will end up in the right place, 
in the right currency, with the right references 
attached.

Lastly, integrating through our partnerships 
alleviates general resources, such as legal 
and financial. There’s no need for additional, 
time-consuming contracting or KYC process-
es as these have already been established 
with the acquirer, thereby minimising the 
complexity and time-lag common with  
onboarding.

Speed of integration. Consistency in financial 
processes. Lower cost and effort. And a 
reduction in resource-drain from onboarding. 
Even for the most sceptical executive, this 
creates a path to a test case or pilot roll-out 
with minimal risk and exposure.

Of travel merchants lacked a 
dedicated, specialist payments 
team within their organisation 1.

54%

Source:  
T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

“  I think the risk of aviation and travel is going to continue to 
be a big agenda item for acquirers, many of whom have had 
their fingers burned by this pandemic – merchants should 
expect cash flow pressures to continue, and look at how a 
more balanced payments infrastructure can address this.” 
 
S I M O N  E V E 
Head of Sales, Trustly
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Viewpoint: Unlocking the 
potential of PSD2
Three years into payments’ biggest regulatory  
change in decades… what’s stopping merchants  
from capitalising on the promises of PSD2? Trustly’s  
Ciaran O’Malley proposes a two-pronged approach.

The second payment services direc-
tive, or PSD2, was long in gestation. 
The complexity of getting 28 member 
states to agree on a framework to 
‘break banking’, and the costs and 
complexity of implementation, resulted 
in a protracted regulatory process and 
a long road to anything resembling the 
beginning of benefits being seen.
 
Yet, it was heralded as trailblazing…  
a once-in-a-generation change to the 
fundamentals of banking that would 
usher in a new era of innovation, 
competition and a wide range of 
benefits for consumers, merchants 
and payments solution providers alike.
 
In the realm of payments in particular, 
PSD2 has undoubtedly created the 
conditions for a much-needed (and 
much sought after) shift away from  
a reliance on cards, opening up the 
potential for faster, slicker and more 
secure bank payments. Banking  
APIs, now several years and several 
iterations in development, are much 
improved on early concepts, with 
banks in the UK and Nordics  
setting the bar for others.
 

Barriers to widespread  
merchant adoption remain
In our survey, we quizzed merchants 
on what they saw as the biggest 
challenge to payment initiation 
services’ success under PSD2. And 
we found a spread of concerns 1:

Hesitation on the merchants’ part is 
perhaps understandable. After all, 
banking APIs are an incomplete 
solution, albeit a good start. They may 
initiate a payment – but there’s a host 
of potential complexity that can 
follow. And, without the right partner 
and technology expertise, that 
complexity inevitably means cost, 
resource, management time and 
inefficiencies.
 

It’s here that we’ve heard from numerous 
merchants about their early frustrations. 
Stories of being left to navigate the post- 
initiation complexity that APIs and API  
aggregators alone fail to tackle. As some  
have learned the hard way, not all bank 
payments are created equal.

Nonetheless, merchants are – encourag-
ingly – undeterred. In our survey, more than 
two thirds of respondents acknowledged 
the significant latent potential lying un-
tapped within bank payments, and almost 
as many said they were actively exploring 
implementing a bank payment option  
– particularly so among airlines and  
larger businesses.
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Of travel merchants are actively  
exploring implementing a bank  
payment option in light of PSD2 2.

62%

Of travel merchants see huge 
opportunity from bank payments, 
for those that can overcome the 
challenges 3.
 

68%– Complex integrations  29%

– Transaction settlement risk  25%

– No / manual refunds   18%

– Cross-border fees   16%

– No / slow reconciliation    13%

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U R V E Y
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More than the technology
For those merchants who choose  
the right partner, each of the barriers 
cited above can be overcome. But the 
right partner and the right technology 
alone might not be enough.
 
There’s the small matter of the 
customer, to consider.
 
It’s here that merchants often fall 
short. The best payment experience  
in the world, well executed and for all 
the right reasons, faces diminished 
chances of success if the customer 
isn’t aware of it, doesn’t understand it, 
and can’t readily identify its 
comparative value.
 
Let’s not forget, we live in a society  
(in western nations, at least) that’s 
grown up in a card-centric world. 
Most of us don’t know any different. 
Our only real experience of changes 
to payments has been the shift from 
signing to keying to tapping… and  
all the while, the card has remained 
front and centre.
 
Yes, the largest generations in the 
world are now digitally-native, and 
arguably pre-disposed to digitally-
powered experiences. But this 
generational behaviour change,  
while perhaps advantageous, is  
no panacea.
 

The old adage ‘build it and they will 
come’ doesn’t pass muster in the 
world of e-commerce. To truly capture 
the benefits of new payment methods, 
we need to encourage new behaviour. 
And that requires investment on two 
fronts: education, and incentivisation.
 
Education – means translating the 
merchant’s definition of value into  
one which will resonate with their 
customer. Speaking to the points of 
parity with traditional card payment 
methods, but highlighting the benefits 
of new payment methods. Providing 
reassurance on critical issues such  
as privacy, security and data integrity.
 
Incentivisation – means offsetting 
any perceived consumer downside  
to new payment methods, such as  
the loss of chargebacks. Ensuring 
policies regarding postponement, 
exchange, cancellation and refunds/
vouchering are fair and equitable.  
And providing a motivation for that 
first change in purchase behaviour. 
With the strongest proposition in the 
world, we are, still, creatures of habit.
 
We can often focus too much on 
technology, internal process and 
business cases, and forget these two 
crucial steps. Without them, PSD2 will 
remain a great idea, full of promise, 
but fallen short of its potential.

OTA:s Airlines

 44% 

27% 

No/slow 
reconciliation 

 35% 

27% 

Cross-border 
fees

 53% 

34% 

No/manual 
refunds

 18% 

35% 

Complex 
integrations

 40% 

45% 

Transaction risk (no 
payment guarantee 

on initiantion)

QUESTION: What do you see as the biggest challenge 
to Payment Initiation Services success under PSD2?

QUESTION: Question: To what extent do you agree with the following statement regarding Payment Initiation 
Services under PSD2? There is significant potential for bank payments, but it is not yet being realised.

QUESTION: In light of PSD2, are you actively 
exploring implementing a bank payment option?

Complex integrations rank  
as the biggest challenge to 
payment initiation services  
in the UK and Germany, both 
slightly ahead of the OTA 
average at 32%.

Transaction risk is highlighted 
as the biggest challenge in 
Sweden at 30%, +9pts ahead  
of the OTA average.

As with their airline counter-
parts, OTA:s in Denmark see 
refunds as the biggest 
challenge to PIS under PSD2 at 
35% – double the OTA average.

Reconciliation scores as the 
biggest challenge for OTA:s in 
Norway at 30%, almost double 
the OTA average.

Transaction risk ranks as the 
biggest challenge to payment 
initiation services for airlines 
in the UK, Germany and 
Norway – ahead of the airlines’ 
average by +4pts, +5pts and 
+7pts respectively.

In Sweden, the complexity of 
integration is by far the 
biggest perceived challenge 
to PIS, +10pts ahead of the 
airlines’ average.

In Denmark, refunds rank as 
the biggest challenge created 
by PSD2, +12pts ahead of the 
airlines’ average.

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

PSD2 has created challenges as well as opportunities – and not all bank payments are up to the task.

PSD2 has created challenges as well as opportunities – and not all bank payments are up to the task.

The majority of travel merchants are actively 
evaluating adding bank payments to their mix.

68%

Of airlines believe there is 
significant untapped potential  
for bank payments.

>10bn

5–10bn

2.5–5bn

1–2.5bn

For airlines, there is a clear upward trend 
based on the size of the business (by 
revenue) – with an overwhelming 8 out of 
10 of the largest airlines seeing significant 
opportunity in bank payments.

 82%

 77%

 65%

 38%

-11pts

For OTA:s, that belief  
is lower at 57%.

The highest positive responses among airlines 
came from Sweden (88%), the Netherlands (79%) 
and Denmark (75%), while the lowest came from 
the UK, where only 58% of airlines reported an 
active pursuit of bank payments.

Among OTA:s, positive responses were highest in 
the UK at 74%, while the lowest levels of interest 
were among respondents in Denmark (39%) and 
Norway (48%).

71%
57%

OTA:s Airlines
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Viewpoint: Coverage and  
beyond – travel’s payment  
‘must haves’
The ubiquity of traditional cards has set a high bar for  
new payment methods – that’s why we’ve spent more  
than a decade building thousands of bank relationships 
and a holistic, integrated proposition. Trustly’s Alexander  
Makowski, Business Manager, Travel, explains.

Go back to the mid-2000s, before 
today’s new payment methods had the 
digital infrastructure and connected 
society which enables them. Back to  
a world dominated by two main card 
networks. Imagine reaching the end  
of a lengthy (and, at the time, inevitably 
slower and clunkier) checkout process, 
only to find that the retailer takes 
Mastercard but not VISA.
 
You simply wouldn’t accept it. It would 
be almost so ridiculous a proposition 
that you’d assume it was an error.

Now imagine discovering bank  
payments for the first time, being 
convinced of its merit and superiority  
to other ways to pay… only to find  
your bank wasn’t invited to the party.
 

Coverage is key. It’s that simple
Bank payments are growing rapidly  
in their popularity around the world. 
We’ve made the case extensively as to 
why there’s demand among consum-
ers, appetite among merchants, and 
benefits for both. If, however, your 
payment solution excludes a sizeable 
portion of a given market’s banks, 
you’re at risk of excluding a sizeable 
portion of a given market’s customers.

A cautionary word, however.  
Coverage is a crucial asset in the 
battle for conversion, but the travel 
industry has a wider set of ‘must  
haves’ for new payment methods.  
 
And API-only services – despite being 
touted as an ‘easy’ option by aggrega-
tors – are, in reality, no panacea.

First, they fall down on comparable 
coverage. Not all banks currently offer 
APIs, or high-performing ones at least. 
Even in the UK, where Open Banking 
has created greater standardisation 
and a more advanced API offering,  
two mainstream retail banks still do  
not offer APIs, with implementation 
delayed to late 2021. And beyond the 
UK, where standardisation is far lower, 
APIs offerings are inconsistent, at best.

Why? Without high regulatory  
standards and enforcement, the 
decision of whether and how to invest 
in developing APIs is left to individual 
banks. And many of those banks may 
feel disincentivised to invest heavily  
or at all – after all, card payment fees 
and credit card borrowing are lucrative 
areas. And even those banks who  
want to may be hamstrung by complex 
legacy systems and a lack of in-house 

resource. Indeed, it’s the lack of technology capability 
and innovation among incumbents which led to the 
birth of FinTechs in the first place.

Second, they fall down on contingency. Bank APIs 
can be unreliable. They’re subject to downtime and 
offer no redundancy or fallback – which for the 
merchant can mean money walking out of the door.  
It’s why, when a bank API has such shortcomings,  
we use our legal mandate to utilise all integration 
options, including direct access, to ensure  
contingency and to give banks time to shape  
and iterate their PSD2 payments strategies.

Third, API aggregator services offer a estricted 
proposition. Unlike Trustly, their coverage is limited  
to PSD2 APIs only. Their record in user experience 
 is limited, at best – suited to some checkout designs  

but not others. They lack the proprietary risk  
system which we have developed to monitor and 
reduce settlement failure, a key concern for travel 
merchants. They can’t come close to our fully  
embedded reconciliation and reporting service as, 
unlike ourselves, they’re not in the flow of funds.  
And automated, instant refunds aren’t even a  
possibility – despite their crucial impact on customer 
sentiment and future purchase behaviour.

All of this leaves the merchant with a limited solution 
to the opportunity presented by bank payments, with 
several potential weak links in their purchase journey.

In any competitive marketplace, that’s a commercial 
risk few would wish to take. In today’s hyper-competi-
tive travel sector, thirsty to win back travellers after  
a torrid 15-18 months, it’s a non-starter.
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Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U R V E Y

QUESTION:  
If PSD2 bank payment  
APIs only offered 50-70% 
consumer coverage would 
you…?

Coverage is a sticking point for 
 the majority of travel merchants 
– but OTA:s in particular.

 

While just under half of airlines 
would still offer bank payments 
using APIs providing inadequate 
coverage, the figure is -19pts  
lower for OTA:s who clearly set  
a higher bar for coverage.
 

Just under half (45%) of both airlines 
and OTA:s would seek out suppliers 
with higher coverage levels, while 
28% of OTA:s (three times that of 
airlines) would simply choose not to 
offer bank payments at all.

46%

27%

45% 45%

9%

28%

Airlines

OTA:s

Still offer bank payments Look for suppliers with higher 
coverage using all integra-
tion methods

Not offer bank payments
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Nine questions
As travel merchants around the world continue  
to predict and plot for a tentative recovery,  
questions abound.

#letstalk

As we have throughout the challenges 
of 2020 and into the new year, we 
continue to talk both to our clients and 
our partners about a recovery, the year 
ahead, and the changing payments 
landscape. These are just some of the 
issues we’re covering – it’s by no 
means an exhaustive list, or in any 
particular order. But we’d encourage 
you to ask some of these questions 
internally (if you’re not already), or 
indeed with us over a screen or phone 
(for now) or a socially-distanced coffee 
(when permitted!).

The political, legal and  
regulatory landscape 

1 We’re three years since PSD2 
began the open banking revolution 

– have we taken stock? Do we know 
how our customers are using open 
banking products, and how this might 
change or be influenced over the next 
three years? Do we know the same for 
our competitors?

2 Secure customer authentication 
is great in theory, but in practice 

has caused significant implementation 
headaches. What lessons have we 

learned? And what’s next? Where  
are regulators focusing for future 
anti-fraud measures, and how  
might that further affect customer 
experience?

3 How are governments  
communicating, educating  

and advocating to consumers about 
changes to payments? What is the 
messaging and focus, and how  
should we respond (be that in  
support or defence)?

The financial outlook and  
the economics of payments

4 What happens if proposed card 
scheme fee increases come into 

force? What happens if additional fees 
and surcharges follow, as historical 
trends in other markets suggest? What 
is the impact on our margin and how 
can we compensate without passing 
on prices to our customers?

5 Are we able to adapt to a short-
age of supply among acquirers 

seeking to de-risk their books away 
from the travel sector?

6 Do we really understand the full  
cost of accepting payments today  

– direct, indirect and hidden? Can we create  
a full picture of the costs incurred (and the  
uncertainty and risk inherent) in traditional 
cards, and benchmark or compare this  
against new payment methods to identify 
opportunities to reduce this?

Travellers and technology

7 Do we truly understand how consumer 
attitudes towards travel have changed  

as a result of the pandemic, specifically in 
relation to their experiences with payments, 
refunds and vouchering? How will this shape 
traveller behaviour moving forwards?

8 How are we educating and incentivising 
our customers to support new payment 

methods? Are we doing enough, or anything  
at all? Do we have clear targets in place for 
rebalancing our payments mix, and are we 
supporting this in the customer-facing  
payment experience?

9 Have we looked at our end-to-end 
customer journey holistically, and 

through the lens of digital connectivity and 
technology? Do we still view elements of  
the journey in silos based on internal depart-
ments, or can we view one journey across  
the business and identify how to make it 
slicker, smoother and more seamless for  
our customers? Where are the pain points  
in our experience that impact conversion  
and/or satisfaction, and how could we  
resolve these?
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Over the course of the last several months, we’ve explored,  
in some detail, the state of travel in 2021.

Some of this has been difficult reading. The scale and the severity 
of the shock to the system cannot be overstated. And while the 
end is indeed in sight, the human, commercial and economic toll 
of the pandemic on our sector has not yet reached its conclusion.

The return of optimism
Despite such uncertainty persisting, we end this series with  
an optimistic perspective. Why? Partly because we should.  
It’s incumbent upon us (and indeed in our nature as a company)  
to look for solutions and ideas, not to contribute to the malaise 
and downplaying that’s already so well catered for by the media 
and (some) governments.

But beyond this, three conclusions from our research give us hope.

First, investment in payments capability is on the rise – and not 
just among the largest players.

Almost half of travel merchants report having a dedicated,  
specialist payments team in place. Understandably, given  
their relative size, airlines are more advanced in this regard,  
with 59% having such a team in place, 31% reporting plans to 
establish one – leaving just 1 in 10 airlines claiming no intention  
to create such a function 1.

We’ve argued throughout this series that payments must be 
recognised as the value-driving, commercially-critical function 
that it is. To see such an overwhelming majority of merchants 
putting their money where their mouth is and committing to build 
meaningful capability in this area, is nothing short of encouraging.

A future  
to bank on

Beyond our own convictions, conclusions drawn 
from our research give us cause for optimism 
about the future for payments, explains  
Mike Parkinson, Trustly’s Director of Travel.
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53%By starting from the viewpoint that 
payments is a value-creator, not simply 
an additional cost line, it is possible  
to make clear connections between 
investing in payments capability, and 
its impact on free cash flow, margins 
and risk. All of which combines to  
form a strong commercial argument, 
rather than just a philosophical one 
(however sound).

Second, what merchants need, bank 
payments can deliver. The challenges 
brought to bear by an over-depen-
dence on traditional card payments has 
more than taken its toll. And payments 
executives, while keen to rebalance 
their portfolio away from the card, now 
have even greater requirements of new 
payment methods.

From transaction risk mitigation to 
simple integration. Coverage to 
cross-border functionality. Refund 
capability, reconciliation and high 
conversion rates. Bank transfers have 
got to hit all the boxes.

In theory? No problem. These are all 
areas in which bank payments are 
primed to shine. However, as some 
travel merchants have learned through 
experience, not all bank payments are 
created equal. Bank APIs are of incon-
sistent quality and experience, with 
their creators often disincentivised to 

optimise them. And too many API 
aggregators promise the world, but lack 
the ‘under the skin’ functionality – all 
important features such as reporting, 
reconciliation and refunds manage-
ment, which quickly prove to be re-
source-draining and costly when 
manually tackled.

The good news, however, is that as  
high as the bar is for bank payments  
to win approval, that approval isn’t 
empty rhetoric. A significant majority  
of payments executives – in airlines 
especially – said that if a bank pay- 
ment method can truly deliver on  
these promises across the board, they 
believed it would be very important to 
incorporate them into their payments 
mix. A good job, then, that we’ve spent 
11 years building the capability and 
experience to meet this!

Third, merchants are backing new 
payment methods. Put simply, new 
payment methods are the direction  
of travel. Traditional card usage is in 
decline. Consumers are embracing 
new, digitally-powered ways to pay  
at scale. The economics of debit and 
credit cards is proving increasingly 
unattractive. Travel merchants are 
looking for risk management,  
cost-efficiency and flow-of-fund 
protections that the legacy issuers 
don’t and won’t offer.

It’s time to act
Transformation and change are often seen  
as somewhat nebulous, longer-term, ‘down  
the road’ affairs.

We’re not talking about some distant, future 
vision for digital payments, technological 
advances and consumer behaviour shifts. 
Everything we’ve discussed is in the here  
and now. And that includes the need to act.

The stage is set for travel payments leaders  
to bring about change. Consumer payment 
preferences are shifting, the internal appetite 
peaking, and the technology already here 
(albeit constantly evolving).

Many payments executives will have laid the 
foundations over the last 15 months, as the 
pandemic has brought forward changes other-
wise languishing in bureaucracy or inertia.

They say to never waste a crisis.

They say it for a reason.

Keep up the momentum.

Of travel merchants either have  
a dedicated, specialist payments 
team within their organisation –  
or they have plans to build one 2.
 

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U R V E Y

80%

Of airlines say that if bank payments 
could deliver all the functionalities 
they promise, it would it be very 
important that they offer them 3.
 

68%

Of travel merchants ranked diversi- 
fying payment methods away from 
cards in their top three challenges 
(placing it second overall) 4.

Of travel merchants agree there is a 
huge opportunity to be drawn from bank 
payments, for those that can overcome 
the challenges 5.

68%

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U R V E Y
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 15 In numbers
In the final data dashboard from our proprietary survey 
across 450 travel merchants, the research paints a 
picture of opportunity, with payments leaders building 
out specialist capabilities and showing a keenness to 
harness the value offered by bank payments.

Airlines 59%

 38%

Yes

 31%

 36%

No but were 
planning on  
creating one

 10%

 26%

No and we have 
no plans to 
create one

QUESTION: Do you have a specialist payments team?

QUESTION: Do you have a specialist payments team?

OTA:s

OTA:s in Norway (48%, +10pts) 
The Netherlands (45%, +7pts) 
and the UK (39%, +1pts) are 
ahead of other countries 
surveyed and already have 
specialist payments teams  
in place.

Respondents in both Denmark 
and Norway lag behind the 
airlines’ average, but report 
plans to establish such teams 
in the future.

Unsurprisingly, larger travel merchants are ahead  
of the curve and more likely to have these teams  
in place.

Although we would contend that business size is  
not a discriminating factor, and would anticipate that 
investment in payments capability (and the specialist 
teams to drive its value) will likely increase in smaller 
merchants over the next 12-24 months. In part, as  
a consequence of the pandemic; but in part, due  
to the underlying, longer-term changes in digital 
payments technologies and consumer adoption/
preferences.

OTA:s in Norway (48%, +10pts) 
The Netherlands (45%, +7pts) 
and the UK (39%, +1pts) are 
ahead of other countries 
surveyed and already have 
specialist payments teams  
in place.

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

Building payments capability is a clear priority across the travel sector.

 46% 

42% 

1-2.5bn

 48% 

37% 

2.5-5bn

 69% 

71% 

5-10bn

 82% 

75% 

>10bn

Source: T R U ST LY  T R AV E L  S U RV E Y

OTA:s Airlines
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QUESTION: Please specify how important the functionalities listed below for 
a bank transfer solution are to you (merchants responding very important).

QUESTION: If bank payments could deliver all the functionalities 
listed in the previous question, how important would it be for you 
to offer them?

For OTA:s in the UK, simple 
integration is the most 
important functionality 
(68%, +11pts above average), 
closely followed by 
geographical coverage in 
core markets (65%, +10pts 
above average).

In Sweden, as with airlines  
in the same country, trans- 
action risk mitigation is  
most important (70%, +14pts 
above average), closely 
followed by high conversion 
(67%, +12pts above average).

In Denmark, refundcapability 
ranks as the most important 
functionality (61%).

In the UK, cross-border 
functionality ranks as most 
important (73%, +23pts above 
average).

In Germany, refund capa- 
bility and geographical 
coverage stand out as the 
most important functionalities 
(64%, +11pts and +7pts above 
averages respectively).

In Sweden, transaction risk 
(88%, +25pts) and simple 
integration (71%, +13pts) are 
the most important.

The majority of travel merchants place a high level of importance across the range of core functionalities  
of a bank transfer payment method – suggesting no dominant or leading functionality, rather that the  
payment method must deliver across the board.

Travel merchants strongly believe in offering bank payments if these functionalities can be delivered,  
although OTA:s lag airlines in this view.

68%

Of airlines believe it is very 
important to offer bank payments 
if a solution can deliver all of the 
required functionality.

There is a clear upward trend based on the size of 
the business (by revenue) – with an overwhelming  
8 out of 10 of the largest airlines and three quarters 
of the largest OTA:s advocating to implement bank 
payments if the conditions are right.

 88%

 81%
5–10bn

 82%

 75%
>10bn

 23% 1–2.5bn

 63% 2.5–5bn-11pts
For OTA:s, that belief  
is lower at 47%.

OTA:s Airlines
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 16 Continue the conversation
This report may mark the conclusion of the three-part 
#trustlytravelinsights series, but it’s far from the end 
of the conversation.

The findings of our research, and the 
conclusion of this series, speak for 
themselves. Travel merchants have 
weathered the biggest shock in the 
sector’s history.

Here at Trustly, we can help. 

We’ve spent the last 11 years  
understanding changing consumer 
behaviour and payments preferences 
in markets around the world. Develop-
ing technology solutions to make the 
potential of payments a reality. And 
forging partnerships with thousands  
of banks to help merchants access 
new payment methods that reduce 
risk, cost and complexity.

 

Talk to us…
Our expert teams have been at  
the heart of payments’ digital  
transformation for more than a  
decade. 

They’re also quite nice people  
for a chat and (when restrictions  
allow) a coffee. Drop us a line at 
travel@trustly.com to discuss  
any thoughts, questions or ideas  
this series has sparked.
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Methodology 
To help inform the #trustlytravelinsights series, Trustly commissioned iResearch, an independent market  
research firm, to conduct primary quantitative research on its behalf among payments leaders in travel  
merchants across six European markets. 

Fieldwork involved two online surveys; the first was conducted from 24 March - 21 April 2020 with a total of  
300 respondents, and the second conducted from 09 - 23 October 2020 with a total of 150 respondents.  
Our total 450 respondents were distributed across Denmark (15%), Germany (18%), the Netherlands (16%),  

Norway (15%), Sweden (16%) and the UK (20%), and split 38% airlines to 62% online travel agencies.
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Contact us today
To hear more about how Trustly can help your business.

Get in touch

Rådmansgatan 40   113 57 Stockholm   Sweden   +46 8 39 17 75   trustly.com

About Trustly
Founded in 2008, Trustly is the global leader in Online Banking Payments. Our  
account-to-account network bypasses the card networks, letting consumers make  
fast, simple and secure payments to merchants directly from their online banking  
accounts. With support for more than 6,000 banks, roughly 600 million consumers  
across Europe and North America can pay with Trustly. We serve many of the  
world’s most prominent merchants within e-commerce, financial services, gaming,  
media, telecom and travel, which all benefit from increased consumer conversion  
and reduced operations, fraud and chargeback costs.

Trustly has 400 employees across Europe, the US and Latin America. We are a  
licensed Payment Institution under the second payment services directive (PSD2)  
and operate under the supervision of the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority  
in Europe. In the US, we are state regulated as required to serve our target markets. 
Read more at trustly.com 


